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Can current climate science communicate relevant, timely, robust information for John?
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Sept 15, 2007Sept 15, 2007

February, 2009February, 2009

Can today’s science “climate-proof” this pub? Or it’s insurer? 
(or their reinsurer?)
Is it a question of mere probabilities? Or might we have a “Big Surprise”?
How to best manage Expectations (Yours)  and  Credibility  (Ours) ?

July 26, 2007July 26, 2007
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Overview

Models as a basis for evidence-based decision making

Complex models interpreted within the understanding of science
Detailed example of a simple (and amazingly useful) climate model

What are ensembles?
How do they aid our insight?

Where can we expect “surprises”?

What is a “Big Surprise”?

Challenges to interpreting today’s state-of-the-art models 

Expectations from the Munich Re Programme and/in Grantham
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Back of the Envelope Calculations

Newton
Computing the orbit of Hadley’s comet for Hadley

Smith
Reproducing an estimate for the 

temperature of the Earth

The amazing thing about models is that they give us so much!
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The simplest(?) climate model:The simplest(?) climate model:

TTeffeff is the effective temperature of the earth, is the effective temperature of the earth, 
if it were a black body.if it were a black body.

(1(1--αα)()(ππrr22SS00) = 4) = 4ππrr22 σσ TT44
effeff

energy in = energy outenergy in = energy out

Science, Models, and Parameters
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The simplest(?) climate model:The simplest(?) climate model:

TTeffeff is the effective temperature of the earth, is the effective temperature of the earth, 
if it were a black body.if it were a black body.

(1(1--αα)()(ππrr22SS00) = 4) = 4ππrr22 σσ TT44
effeff

AlbedoAlbedo
Area of a diskArea of a disk
Solar constantSolar constant

Area of a sphereArea of a sphere
SB constant      SB constant      
Effective TemperatureEffective Temperature

energy in = energy outenergy in = energy out

Science, Models, and Parameters
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The simplest(?) climate model:The simplest(?) climate model:

(1(1--αα)()(ππrr22SS00) = ) = 44ππrr22 σσ TT44
effeff

((1((1--αα)S)S00)/()/(44σσ)) = T= T44
effeff

XX          XX          XXXX

TTeffeff is the effective temperature of the earth, is the effective temperature of the earth, 
if it were a black body.if it were a black body.

Solving for Solving for TTeffeff gives an answer to within about gives an answer to within about 
10% of the Earths average surface temperature,10% of the Earths average surface temperature,
And does even better for the moon!And does even better for the moon!

Science, Models, and Parameters
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((1((1--αα)S)S00)/()/(44σσ)) = T= T44
eff  eff  

One could compute our uncertainty in One could compute our uncertainty in αα,  S,  S00, , σσ
(and our uncertainty in 4, as the earth is not a sphere)(and our uncertainty in 4, as the earth is not a sphere). . 

TTeffeff is the effective temperature of the earth, is the effective temperature of the earth, 
if it were a black body.if it were a black body.

But we donBut we don’’t:                                                              t:                                                              
we know/knew the Earth is not a black body and that we know/knew the Earth is not a black body and that αα,  S,  S00 are are 
functions of frequency (what would  subjective functions of frequency (what would  subjective ““priorspriors”” mean?)mean?)..

The model has served its purpose (The model has served its purpose (““derivingderiving”” T to within 10%!)T to within 10%!)
and so instead and so instead we make a more complicated model.we make a more complicated model.
We do not expect uncertainty in the parameters to reflect model We do not expect uncertainty in the parameters to reflect model error!error!

Uncertainty and Inadequacy 
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In the NAG board, probability In the NAG board, probability 
forecasting corresponds to forecasting corresponds to 
predicting with a collection predicting with a collection 
(ensemble) of golf balls(ensemble) of golf balls……

How might ensembles help How might ensembles help 
us understand uncertainty? us understand uncertainty? 
Consider the  Not A Galton Consider the  Not A Galton 
(NAG) Board.(NAG) Board.

Note that ensembles inform us of Note that ensembles inform us of 
uncertainty growth uncertainty growth within our model!within our model!
(It tells us about the next golf ball.) (It tells us about the next golf ball.) 

What is an Ensemble?
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In the NAG board, ensembles In the NAG board, ensembles 
correspond to predicting with correspond to predicting with 
a collection (ensemble) of golf a collection (ensemble) of golf 
ballsballs…… but if reality is not a but if reality is not a 
golf ball, then how do we golf ball, then how do we 
interpret these distributions?interpret these distributions?
Climate predictions require Climate predictions require 
extrapolating out of the extrapolating out of the 
observed red ball archive:  into observed red ball archive:  into 
the knownthe known--toto--bebe--different different 
unknown. unknown. 
The best we can hope for is The best we can hope for is 
consistency between modelsconsistency between models
(in distribution).(in distribution).
And anticipate And anticipate ““Big SurprisesBig Surprises””

What is an Ensemble?
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An ensemble is nothing more 
than a collection of different 
forecasts for the same target!

Is seeing this diversity of 
value, even if reality might 
fall outside the RANGE of the 
forecasts?

Information in Ensembles: Decision making
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Scotland: all forecasts positive.

London: None negative

Northern Ireland: one missing

All others mixed: positive and negative

All these issues are mirrored in climate 
modelling, including the fact that the forecasts 
are not really independent.

Do not confuse the diveristy of an 
ensemble forecast/projection with the 
uncertainty in our future!

Ensembles: the value of knowing Diversity
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Whitehead’s Fallacy of Misplaced ConcretenessFallacy of Misplaced Concreteness
““The advantage of confining attention to a definite group of abstThe advantage of confining attention to a definite group of abstractions, is that ractions, is that 
you confine your thoughts to clearyou confine your thoughts to clear--cut definite things, with clearcut definite things, with clear--cut definite cut definite 
relations. relations. ……

The disadvantage of exclusive attention to a group of abstractioThe disadvantage of exclusive attention to a group of abstractions, however wellns, however well--
founded, is that, by the nature of the case, you have abstractedfounded, is that, by the nature of the case, you have abstracted from the from the 
remainder of things.remainder of things.

... it is of the utmost importance to be vigilant in critically ... it is of the utmost importance to be vigilant in critically revising your  revising your  modesmodes of of 
abstraction.                                                    abstraction.                                                    Science and the Modern World. Pg 58/9Science and the Modern World. Pg 58/9

You donYou don’’t have to believe everything you compute!t have to believe everything you compute!
Or in terms of “trust”: 
We might “trust” our models in the way a parent trusts a child,             
but never in the way a child trusts a parent!     
This holds for all models, and does not damn climate models!

Science allows for “big surprises”!      
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What is a “Big Surprise”?

Big Surprises arise when something our models cannot mimic turns out 
to have important implications for us.

Climate science can (sometimes) warn us of where those who use naïve 
(if complicated) model-based probabilities will suffer from a Big Surprise.

(Science can tell us of things the red ball can do, that golf balls cannot do)

(And warn of “known unknowns” even when the magnitude is not known)

Big Surprises invalidate (not update) the foundations of model-based 
probability forecasts. (Arguably “Bayes” does not apply)

(Failing to highlight model inadequacy can lead to likely credibility loss)

How might we communicate the useful information in ensembles? 

(Then a bit on how we might use climate science to foresee big surprises)
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The Parable of the Three Statisticians.The Parable of the Three Statisticians.

Three non-Floridian statisticians come to a river, 
they want to know if they can cross safely. 
(They cannot swim.)
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Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.

Forecast 1Forecast 1

Forecast 2Forecast 2

Forecast 3Forecast 3

Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians wish to cross a riverFloridian statisticians wish to cross a river

So they have an ensemble So they have an ensemble 
forecast,with three membersforecast,with three members
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Three nonThree non--Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river.Floridian statisticians wish to cross a river.
Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.Each has a forecast of depth which indicates they will drown.
So they average their forecasts and decide based on the ensembleSo they average their forecasts and decide based on the ensemble meanmean……

Is this a good idea?Is this a good idea?

Ensemble meanEnsemble mean
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Ensembles contain information, we must be careful not to destroy
or discard this information!

No!No!

Yet climate information is sometimes communicated as:
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What does a (model) mean mean? For hurricanes?  

Today’s state of the art climate models do not resolve things as small as a hurricane, 
but if the model temperatures were thought to be decision-support relevant, we could 
look at projected temperatures in the Atlantic and apply some experimental statistics…
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Hurricane Frequency is of Interest  (This is Ike)
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What does a mean mean?  
Say, for changes in Atlantic hurricanes?

As in the case of  the three statisticians,
rather than averaging first and then 
computing the impact on hurricane 
numbers, one should first compute 
hurricane numbers, and then (if you 
must) average. (or better still look at the 
distribution).

Prior to complicated statistical analysis, it 
would be useful if domain scientists believe 
these SSTs are robust, given that the GLOBAL
model-temperature  range is >> 2 degrees…
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Ensembles can yield diversity within our models

Ensembles show the range of conditions our 
models propose we might observe, a 
“non-discountable envelope” of outcomes which 
the models suggest must be considered.

For example, what range of temperatures would 
the UK see in a model-world 2 degrees warmer, 
compared with a model-world 3 degrees warmer?
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Here is the UK figure. 8 year mean seasonal p3-p2 uk temp and precip
change for UK region (mean over 6 grid boxes as shown in uk_map.ps).

The overlap probabilities are :
DJF temp - 9%
JJA temp - 2%
DJF pr   - 37%
JJA pr   - 67%

Ensembles can yield diversity within our models
+2 degree Globally +3 degree Globally

Variations in 
UK seasonal 
temperature
For fixed 
change in 
global mean 
temperature.

Prel
im

inary
 Esti

mate

Assuming the model is perfect!
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Surprises and our three non-Floridian statisticians.

As it turns out, the river is rather shallow.As it turns out, the river is rather shallow.
Big Surprises come fromBig Surprises come from Model inadequacyModel inadequacy: things in the : things in the 
system that are not of the model.system that are not of the model.
We understand climate science well enough to expect We understand climate science well enough to expect 
nonnon--statistical updates as the models improve.statistical updates as the models improve.
While the basic science supports significant warming.While the basic science supports significant warming.

At present, the models do not agree (in distribution) At present, the models do not agree (in distribution) 
on on ““decision relevantdecision relevant”” length scaleslength scales…… how can the how can the 
science help?science help?
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Expecting Surprises

Often, very well established science suggests we are over-
interpreting the model output, and even suggests the sign of a 
likely surprise. Can we quantifying subjective probabilities here?

We will look briefly at mountain ridges and the 1930’s dustbowl 
to get an idea what our current models cannot do “accurately”

This suggests we lower the bar of expectation

Avoiding Surprises for Users:

We are often told today’s models are
“better” without being told where they 
are believed to be quantitatively 
accurate (worth betting on). 
Could we be told the probability of a 
“Big Surprise” for our target of interest?
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It is more useful to know where todayIt is more useful to know where today’’s models are robust!s models are robust!

As scientists we need to be careful to communicate the limitatioAs scientists we need to be careful to communicate the limitations of current models.  ns of current models.  
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Continent outlines: National Geophysical Data Center,NOAA 88-MGG-02.via matlab
Hadcm3 model topography  http://www.ipcc-data.org/sres/hadcm3_topo.html
1x1 topography:  http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html. 

The surface of the earth at “high” resolution

Height
Above

SeaLevel
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0                                                    180        360    

Norway

Before using phrases like “based on the Laws of Physics” to defend hi-
resolution predictions, we might check for internal consistency (quantitative).

Or better: find necessary (not sufficient) conditions for this model to contain 
decision relevant information.

Not “how to downscale?” but “whether to downscale?”

Sciences knows more than we can Model

Where does the water go?

Model HeightReal Height

Schematic of Missing Mountain Range
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Sciences knows more than we can Model

This insight is not new:
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Blue    < -500m
Grey    > -500m
Green   >  250m 
Orange >  500m
Red      >  1 km

Continent outlines: National Geophysical Data Center,NOAA 88-MGG-02.via matlab
Hadcm3 model topography  http://www.ipcc-data.org/sres/hadcm3_topo.html
1x1 topography:  http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html. 

Missing Mountain Ridges
Observed Height minus HADCM3 Height
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TodayToday’’s States State--ofof--thethe--art models are  better than ever before.art models are  better than ever before.On what space and time scales On what space and time scales do do we have (robust) climate information?                        we have (robust) climate information?                        
(The usual numerical arguments require m (The usual numerical arguments require m uchuch larger scales than the modellarger scales than the model’’s grid, at least!)s grid, at least!)

One-way regional modelling?
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Missing Mountain Ridges

Blue    < -500m
Grey    > -500m
Green   >  250m 
Orange >  500m
Red      >  1 km

Continent outlines: National Geophysical Data Center,NOAA 88-MGG-02.via matlab
Hadcm3 model topography  http://www.ipcc-data.org/sres/hadcm3_topo.html
1x1 topography:  http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html. 

Orange and red lines correspond to walls 
which water vapour must go over or 
around, walls which are missing in this 
climate model. 

(Walls > 500m and > 1km!)

Resulting changes in the downstream 
dynamics cannot be “fixed” statistically.

Observed minus HADCM3 Height
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Things we know cannot model: The 1930’sDust bowl 
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Temperature
Observations

Model Ensemble 
means with misc 
observedobserved Sea 
Temperatures

Model with
Average Sea
Temperatures

Even given the 
SSTs, the 
drought is too 
weak and in the 
“wrong place.”
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Things we know cannot model: The 1930’sDust bowl 

We should expect Big Surprises when using  
model-probabilities to anticipate future events 
similar to those our models do not capture 
well in the past (where the models have the 
historical Sea Surface Temperatures!) 
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We see things we cannot model: Dust bowl 

It is extremely valuable for scientists to be 
this blunt about model error!
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Three closing questions

Move away from “better” “improved” and “included”
towards “realistic” and “fit for purpose”

Clear statement of known shortcomings and their likely implications in 
terms of impacts

Quantify: “very high confidence”, “moderate confidence”, “indicative”

Reputation binding estimate on what is believed to be robust

Quantitative subjective estimate of a relevant “big surprise” probability 
from the domain scientists for every projection!

Rough idea of how fast model output is likely to improve

Drop or explain how in projection mode, one can get the temperature 
usefully after 50 years of getting the precipitation badly wrong!  

Quantitative Projections Demand Quantitative Guidance
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Are these just old unfair criticisms?

No! (In fact I fall on Fitzroy’s side of the “Storm warning” debate, as did Lloyd’s).
The case against detailed 2007 “climate-proofing” differs in that:

(a) one can learn how to use storm warning, day after day.
(b) storm warning did in fact reflect the weather “thought probable.”
(c)  Fitzroy argued captains to be left entirely to their own judgement.       
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I am flying to the Germany next week..
If an engineer  says my plane will fall out the say over Europe,
I do not ask her “where exactly”.
And I certainly do not plan to fly if she cannot tell me where!!
I plan not to fly.

And if I must fly? 
If she tells me that at a cost of twice my ticket, she can cut the 
probability from 10% to 1%,
or from  1% to 0.1%
or from 0.0000000001% to 0.000000000001% ?

Do I care if she is not sure whether it is from 50% to 5%, or if it is 
from 10% to 1%?

No, as long as the chance is not vanishingly small already! 

And there are huge costs (to me) associated with waiting:
The Cost (to me) of doing something once my plane has      
taken off is much higher than doing something now.

These facts ease mitigation decisions.

For mitigation, do I always need to know the probability?
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We are walking in Florida.
You find you have just been bitten on the hand by a snake.
We did not see the snake.
If it was the deadly carbonblack snake, the bite will kill you in a painful 
way, unless you cut off your hand within 15 secs.
I have a hatchet.
You have 5 seconds left.
Did you cut off your hand?

Luckily with climate change we have more than 15 seconds.
What do we hope do in the next 5 years…

How would a society learn to make such decisions?
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To improve the mix between Science and Modelling in 
informing decisions

To better propagate uncertainty to and through post-climate 
modelling (economics and impacts)

Clarify the assumptions underlying popular climate products     
(Like assuming the climate changes and the weather stays the same)

To “close the loop” with modelling, leading to experiments 
designed to be more informative to decision makers    (rather 
than informative to modellers)

To inform other programs across Grantham, the LSE, and 
beyond, with model output and insights on what is robust 
reliable information. (And ideally case dependent estimates of 
the probability and direction of the most likely “Big Surprise”!)

Expectations and Goals of Munich Re Program 5a
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L.Smith@lse.ac.ukL.Smith@lse.ac.uk
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LA Smith (2003) LA Smith (2003) Predictability Past Predictability PresentPredictability Past Predictability Present. . Predictability and  Predictability and  

Weather ForecastingWeather Forecasting (ed. Tim Palmer, CUP).(ed. Tim Palmer, CUP).
LA Smith (2000)  LA Smith (2000)  Disentangling Uncertainty and ErrorDisentangling Uncertainty and Error, in Nonlinear Dynamics and , in Nonlinear Dynamics and 

Statistics (ed A.Mees) Statistics (ed A.Mees) BirkhauserBirkhauser..
Stainforth et al (2005) Stainforth et al (2005) Uncertainties in Prediction of Climate responseUncertainties in Prediction of Climate response.  Nature..  Nature.
Stainforth et al (2007) Stainforth et al (2007) Uncertainty & Decision SupportUncertainty & Decision Support. Phil Trans Roy. Soc. A,1098. Phil Trans Roy. Soc. A,1098

LA Smith (2007) LA Smith (2007) A Very Short Introduction to ChaosA Very Short Introduction to Chaos. OUP. OUP

Nancy Cartwright (1983) Nancy Cartwright (1983) How the Laws of Physics Lie. How the Laws of Physics Lie. OUPOUP
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Quantitative Projections Demand Quantitative Guidance
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Distributions for Giorgi regions 
CS = 3 +/- 0.1 runs (1835)  in blue
CS = 5 +/- 0.1 runs ( 385)  in red

Final 8 year means (years 8-15), Phase 3 – Phase 2.

For Central North America, for instance, there is about a one in five 
chance that a random draw from CS=3 is hotter than one from CS=5
Assuming the model is perfect!

For Policy and Decision Support: 
All climate change in local!

What’s the chance a 3 degree globally is “worse” than 5 degrees?


